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Defendant Charles Kafeiti knows that his solicitations contain false and

statements because in
an

Filed 11/19/18

Document 1

July 2014,

administrative action

cash award that is

alleging

ready

he and defendant ISRS
"consumers believe

were

sued

by the U.S.

Postal Service in

The solicitation attached to that

to be distributed..."

misleading

have been selected to receive

they

#: 28

large

a

complaint

had

misleading stamps, fonts, signatures, text and other indicia as the solicitations at issue in the present
action, including Exhibits A and B.
132.

Defendants Charles Kafeiti and ISRS settled that administrative action,

making

no

As

part of that settlement, defendants Charles Kafeiti and ISRS agreed,

among other things, to stop

implying that recipients have won cash or have been selected to receive

admission of

cash,

are

liability.

part of a

more

special

or

limited group than

they actually

are,

or

that

recipients

must

respond by a specified date or forfeit the award.
133.

In

spite of those prohibitions,

defendant Charles Kafeiti and the Golden

Scheme mail both foreign and domestic solicitations that

imply recipients have won an award, that

recipients are a part of a special group, and that a response
134.

While defendant Charles Kafeiti has

domestic solicitations
the details

on

the

Even

public

can

selectively

added

See Exhibits A-B.

language

to

some

of his

Moreover, the minor additions and boilerplate fine-print do not overcome

impressions of the solicitations.
with the added

language,

$1,000,000.00" are still the most prominent.

purportedly

urgently needed.

opportunities available for you to enter and win," he has not made these changes

the overall fraudulent

are

is

indicating that the recipient is entitled to receive "documents [that] will have

to all ofhis solicitations.

135.

Response

entitled to

receive,

"enter and win,"

are

a

the words "Entitlement Certificateand

See Exhibit B.

Similarly, the jewelry item recipients

necklace, and the $1,000,000 prize they and the

equally as prominent below text reading,

25

rest

of the

"AWARD AND FULL
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AMOUNTS CONFIRMED." Id.

The solicitation still contains

individuals who hold nonexistent

positions;

a

Page

signatures from

purported day, hour,

and

Response "filed documents of delivery; and an "APPROVED" stamp. Id.
solicitation is

given by the

same

day that defendant

deceptive foreign solicitation.

That solicitation

AWARD" and stated that "Over

service

The overall

that

impression

was

they

used

to

an even more

entitled "OFFICIAL NOTIFICATION OF

£3,578,000 has been identified for distribution. Your name has

eligible and approved

providers

fictitious

marginal changes

approved

for full claim

rights to these cash and prizes."

The Direct Mailer Defendants also know that others in the

137.

two

#: 29

minute, that Golden

Charles Kafeiti made

the "Entitlement Certificate domestic solicitation discussed above, he

been determined

PagelD

unchanged.

Moreover, the

136.
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or

interacted with, have been

industry, including

investigated by

or

shut down

by

government agencies for similar mailings.
In June

138.

Wilson

a

USA

Today article

Netherlands based
States

was

2016, one of the mail fraud scheme's service providers forwarded defendant
about Dutch and American authorities

caging service known as Trends Service.

awarded

a

139.

falsely

claimed

recipients

shut down

a

That article discussed that the United

temporary restraining order after it alleged Trends

"ftaudulent mail solicitations that
other valuable

taking action to

had

won or

would

was

soon

processing
win cash

or

prizes."
Only three months later, in September 2016, the office of their payment processor,

Payment Processor A, was searched by Canadian law enforcement related to its activity processing
payments for direct mailers. Defendants Drew Wilson, Anthony Kafeiti and Steven Diaz discussed
that search in

an

ernail and defendant Charles Kafeiti spoke with a Payment Processor A employee.
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140.

In

February 2018, defendant

stating, "Things are heating up again,"
documents that discussed
links included
fraudulent

2018);

a

civil

a

case

case

the United States
States

a

fact sheet

v.

v.
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linking

to

eight

news

articles,

press releases

brought against

brought against

or

court

direct mailers. Those

Canadian direct mailers for

sending

Thomas, Case No. 1:18-cv-1104 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 21,

the United States

fraudulent solicitations, United States

2018);

and
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Wilson emailed the other Direct Mailer Defendants

series of governmental actions

solicitations, United

another civil
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brought against Canadian

direct mailers for

Case No. 1:18-cv-1102

Quaglia,

(E.D.N.Y.

sending
Feb

detailing a total of nine civil and criminal actions brought by the United

against direct mailers and service providers;

articles about

news

a

21,

States

Federal Trade Commission

case

brought against a Kansas City-based direct mailer; and an article about Canada conducting twenty
search warrants related to
two

civil lawsuits. The

an

same

investigation of the
email

Canadian direct mailer

string contains

a

mail fraud scheme's former payment processors

Organization.

As

a

link to

a

operations

named in the

partial docket relating to

being deemed

a

one

of the

Transnational Criminal

result, defendant Steven Diaz asked the other direct mailers, "So do

we

stop

again[?]"
141.

Similarly,

the Direct Mailer Defendants know that vendors,

payment processors, have viewed their solicitations

as

fraudulent and

including

misleading,

and

banks and
as a

result

have refused to do business with the defendants.
142.

Although the Direct Mailer Defendants know their solicitations are fraudulent, they

continue to perpetrate their schemes.
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Data

B.

are

mailed

Defendants Hunsaker and DMI know,

used to facilitate the

Defendant Hunsaker started DMI in

145.

Defendant Hunsaker and his

willfully

or are

employees generally

Defendant Hunsaker knows his clientele

146.

government agencies.

Atlantis could handle

and skill contests."

investigated by

are

investigative

law enforcement and

demands from the Federal Trade

four of his clients. At least

Defendant Hunsaker knows state attorneys

Inspection

one

of those clients

was

specific geographic area.

law enforcement

agencies

product, Atlantis,

Direct mailers will often

is the

ability to "suppress"

"suppress" or "omit" specific

as

did

addresses

states where

historically targeted direct mailers.

have

Defendant Hunsaker knows that mailers suppress

149.

because those individuals asked

complaints to

general investigated his clients

Service.

Built into defendant DMI's

148.

not to

receive

specific individuals,

at times

mail, but also because those individuals made

law enforcement.

150.
to solicitations

Defendant Hunsaker also knows that the Postal Service shut down

being "misleading." After

attached exhibit
Hunsaker

notes

by a civil FTC action.

the U.S. Postal

a

He received two civil

("FTC") that collectively named

147.

in

blind to the fact that, their

know the types of solicitations

specifically

mailings related to "[Merchandise Incentive Offers], sweepstakes

shuttered

#: 31

approximately 2002.

Defendant DMI's website

DMI's clients.

Commission

PagelD

mailing of fraudulent solicitations.

144.

by
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Managers

143.

tools
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as

"WIS,"

was

asking whether DMI

shut down

one

by

should warn other

companies

due

of defendant DMI's clients, referred to in the
the

FTC,

a

DMI

employee

emailed defendant

companies that "one of our customer companies

28

was
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shut down for non-fulfillment." Hunsaker corrected his

happen because
violations of

of

non

customer thinks

wording

"companies

a

are

of the offer is

they might be winning the entire sweepstakes, something

USPIS executed

151.

the

32 of 42
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#: 32

employee stating "shutdowns [don't]

fulfillment" and noted instead that

postal regulations, specifically

Page

like

shut down due to

misleading

and the

$100,000 or larger."

search warrant of DMI's business location in

September 2016.

During that search, defendant Hunsaker agreed to be interviewed by Postal Inspectors who asked
him

questions regarding

his time in the direct

mailing industry

and the services he

provides

for

direct mailers.
152.
mailers that

During
were

that interview, Hunsaker stated that he

closed after law enforcement

inquiries

was an

for two direct

employee

and that DMI had clients closed

by

government actions.
153.

He also discussed that after

his clients reduced their

mailings by

a

50%.

large caging facility, Trends,
Trends

was

closed after

was

shut

down, most of

being enjoined

because it

Trends Service in Kommunikateie, et.al.,

processed fraudulent

solicitations. See United States

Case No. 16-cv-2770

(E.D.N.Y.) (Glasser, J.), Dkt. No. 5, Temporary Restraining Order and Order

to Show Cause

154.

v.

(June 1, 2016).
Hunsaker told

inspectors that he did not vet his clients,

and stated that if he

did, he

could not stay in business.
155.

lists of

Although Defendants Hunsaker

recipients

mailers to

use

to

and DMI know their

whom fraudulent solicitations will be sent,

their online

platform, including

the Golden

Schemes.
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products

are

they continue

used to

develop

to allow

direct

Response and the Fairmont Wealth
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Cager Defendants

C.

156.
mailed

Defendants Carmine Maietta and Elizabeth Maietta know that the solicitations

pursuant to the Golden Response Scheme
157.

are

false and

misleading.

Defendants Carmine Maietta and Elizabeth Maietta cage

responses each week.

They

Even when victims return

an

estimated 2,000 victim

open victim responses, which sometimes contain full solicitations.

only

the response cards with the

fee, the fraudulent

nature of

the

solicitations is clear. See, e.g., Exhibit A.
158.
return

Moreover, defendants Carmine Maietta and Elizabeth Maietta know that victims

the fee believing that they have

refuse at defendantsresidence ask
sender for

telling

the victim

a

won a

why

prize

substantial cash prize. Victim notes found in

caging

the cash award has not been sent, thank the solicitation

was

awaiting,

and show frustration at

sending multiple

payments with no prize received in return
159.

In

spite

of Defendants Carmine Maietta and Elizabeth Maietta's

knowledge

of the

fraud, they continue to facilitate the mail fraud scheme by opening victim returns, capturing victim
information and
D.

mailing payments

for •processing.

Payment Processor Defendants
160.

Payment

Processor Defendants David

Anthony

and SixEvolution know that the

payments they process for the Golden Response and the International Syndicate Schemes

are

the

product of fraudulent solicitations.
161.

Defendant Anthony has worked with direct mailers for approximately 17 years. He

has mailed his

own

mailers. Defendant
manager; DMA

solicitations and operates four

Anthony operates

companies

Gecko International,

a

list

that

provide

services to direct

broker; b2c Performance,

a

data

Consulting, though which he provides advice to direct mailers; and SixEvolution,

30

suite of services to direct mailers

which offers

a

and payment

processing.
Defendant SixEvolution's

162.
seven

countries,

a

stealing currency);

caging
and

for defendant Charles
least

as

center

is

operation

with 4,000

Anthony's
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including caging, opening mailboxes,

cameras

expansive, offering post

(presumably

of providing direct mailers

capable

Defendant

163.
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a

to ensure

fulfilment

office boxes in

employees

are

not

daily report of campaign results.

company SixEvolution

began processing

victim payments

Kafeiti, his direct mailer companies, and the Golden Response Scheme

Defendant

Anthony's

company SixEvolution

began processing victim payments

for defendant Steven

Diaz, his direct mailer company, and the International Syndicate Scheme

least

2018.

early as July
165.

escrow

at

early as December 2017.
164.

as

#: 34

As

part of its payment processing service, defendant SixEvolution procures

account for each of its direct mailer clients.

SixEvolution

requires

direct mailers to

Defendant Wilson

166.

provide

provided

solicitation

Before

opening

the

escrow

at

an

account,

samples.

defendant SixEvolution

samples

of the Golden

Response Scheme's solicitations via a File Transfer Protocol ("FTP") site in November 2017.
A SixEvolution

167.

substantive

version[s]"

changes

solicitations
to

we can

to defendant

Anthony

was

the

no

Instead, that employee asked for "soft

provide to our bank for proofing and compliance

Defendant Diaz provided

directly

viewed those solicitations and recommended

solicitationscontents.

of mailings "which

168.

provided

to the

employee

stuff"

multiple samples of the International Syndicate Scheme's

Anthony

in

July

"Pershing Group

2018.

Among

the solicitation

Diaz

Settlements Division Release Statement"

Solicitation described supra at TT 113-122. See also Ex. D attached hereto.
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Defendants

169.

International
the

Syndicate

mailed and

Schemes mail solicitations

in return for

and

Anthony

"handwrittee notes and comments,

the solicitations

are

Response and

a

fee.

They also know that the solicitations

also know that the hallmarks

SixEvolution

are

nothing

more

of

Syndicate Schemessolicitations, such

than

gimmicks

to

give

the illusion that

unique, personalized prize notices.

Defendants

171.

#: 35

containing deceptive misrepresentations that

individualization on the Golden Response and International
as

PagelD

recipient will not receive cash prizes.

Defendants

170.
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Page

and SixEvolution know that the Golden

Anthony

recipient will receive a large cash prize

are mass

Filed 11/19/18

Anthony and SixEvolution know that law enforcement has taken action

against entities that provide services

for fraudulent

mass

mailers. Defendant

Anthony, rather than

viewing governmental actions as cautionary tales, viewed these closures as business opportunities.
In June

172.

2016,

an

international

processing solicitations by a federal judge
York after

a

lawsuit

Kommunikatie, B.V,

was

filed

et al., No.

by

facility

activities

was

Trends

was

enjoined

from

in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District ofNew

the United States.

United States

v.

Trends Service in

1:16-cv-02770-ILG-SMG, (E.D.N.Y.) (Glasser, J.), Dkt. Entry No.

5, Temporary Restraining Order and Oder
Trend's

caging service known as

also searched

Show Cause

to

by Dutch

(June 1, 2016).

At that

sarne

time,

law enforcement. Both actions related to Trends'

processing fraudulent mass mailings.

173.

Defendant Anthony used the closure of Trends

mailed former Trends' clients,
indicia of personalization,

ironically emailing

stating, "I know you like

in the Netherlands has shaken the whole
order business.

Surely, the

mail order

numerous

as a

business

opportunity. Anthony

direct mailers the

it very Privat

[sic]

same

email with

but the issue with TRENDS

industry and affected many companies related to the mail

cornpanies who directly worked with TRENDS

32

have been
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affected the most."

offers services you

I

happy

am

in

#: 36

month the U.S.

same

(OFAC") listed Payment

its customers that

sweepstakes solicitations at the end of October 2016, citing

attitude towards esoteric and sweeps report

sectors." That

PagelD

to introduce you to my company sixevolution which

September 2016, Payment Processor A told

it would stop processing payments for

"shifting

36 of 42

might be looking for after TRENDS has been closed."

Shortly thereafter,

174.

Page

Anthony's email continued by recounting his lengthy background with direct

stating, "Today,

mailers and

Filed 11/19/18

Document 1

Department

Processor A

as a

in the

mailings

banking

and

regulatory

of Treasury's Office of Foreign Asset Control

transnational criminal

organization

for its role in

processing payments responding to fraudulent solicitations.
After

175.

Payment

Processor A announced that it would stop

sweepstakes mailings,

related to

defendant

defendant SixEvolution's payment
you

over

processing

SixEvolution, with there

the

Anthony again contacted

i make

services: "its
now

the

number of Mailer....But after the Mail last week from
of Oktober

a

in connection with

In

spite

few weeks ago that I inform

and money

I think you

are

pressing
—

with

looking

a

for

a

good

stopping end
for

a

solution

an

2016, German law enforcement searched defendant SixEvolution's offices

investigation

into international

marketing fraud.

Anthony, through his company SixEvolution, likely processes $14,000

177.

in payments

are

hawking

[sic throughout]."
In late

176.

caging

direct mailers

[Payment Processor A]

lot of process, also for the offer which you

and alternative

now a

processing payments

week for the Golden Response and International

of defendants

Anthony

facilitate the mail fraud schemes

and SixEvolution's

33

$3,000

Syndicate Schemes, respectively.

knowledge

by processing payments.

and

of the fraud,

they continue

to
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HARM TO VICTIMS

178.

Victims, especially elderly and vulnerable victims, suffer financial losses from the
Victims around the world

mail fraud scheme that defendants perpetrate.

million each year in response to the type of

approximately $4.8

above. If unabated, these losses will rise and continue
179.

example, D.G.,

payments totaling $239 in response

expecting a large cash payout.
the jewelry item

expected prize

or

to

a

misrepresentations

harming defendantsvictims.

six Golden

Response

Scheme

solicitations, each time

He did not receive the promised cash prizes. He also did not receive

leaflet.

In addition to monetary
never

losses, defendants' victims suffer disappointment when the

arises. A victim from the United

Kingdom

stated that she "felt very

disappointee

when the

was

fictitious. Another victim from the Eastern District of New York, W.M.,

new

home with his

Defendants' fraudulent schemes
to

cause

183.
are

By

reason

—

planned

wealth

to

buy

a

§§

Absent

injunctive

relief

by

this

of these solicitations.

Relief)

incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 181

forth herein.

of the conduct described

about to violate 18 U.S.C.

ongoing.

COUNT I
1345 Injunctive

The United States realleges and

Complaint as though fully set

are

injury to recipients

(18 U.S.C. §

of this

promised

lucky"

winnings.

Court, defendants will continue

182.

described

resident of the Eastern District of New York, sent six

when she received the solicitations and "shocked and

181.

defendants

Many victims pay defendants' schemes multiple times, each time expecting a large

cash payout in return. For

180.

paid

1341 and 1349

herein, defendants violated,

by executing a scheme

34

or

are

violating

and

artifice to defraud for

obtaining

money

or

property by

defraud, and, in so doing,
184.

use
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means

of false

or

fraudulent
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with the intent to

the U.S. Mail.

Upon a showing that defendants are committing or about to commit mail fraud, the

United States is entitled, under 18 U.S.C.

§ 1345, to a temporary restraining order,

a

preliminary

injunction and a permanent injunction restraining all future fraudulent conduct and any other action
that this Court deems

just

in order to prevent

a

continuing and

substantial

injury to the victims

of

should be

enjoined pursuant to

18

fraud.

185.
U.S.C.

As

a

result ofthe

foregoing, defendantsconduct

§ 1345.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff United States of America requests of the Court the following relief:
That the Court issue

A.

determination

on

an

order, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1345, pending a hearing and

the United States'

application for a preliminary injunction, that

defendants, their agents, officers and employees, and all other persons and entities in
active concert
i.
ii.

or

participation with them are temporarily restrained from:

committing mail fraud, as
using the U.S. Mail,

or

defined

by

18 U.S.C.

causing others to

advertisements, solicitations,

or

use

§ 1341;

the U.S. Mail, to distribute any

promotional materials, or to send

payments in response to any advertisements, solicitations,

or

or

receive

promotional

materials:

(a)

that represent,

directly or indirectly, expressly or impliedly that the

recipient has won,
or

will win, is

prizes;
35

eligible to win,

or

will receive cash, awards

